FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

November 27, 2012

94.9 MIXfm’s “A Christmas Carol with a Tucson Twist”
to Benefit the Diaper Bank of Southern Arizona

Tucson, Ariz. — With the holiday season fast approaching, the 2012 Edition of the 94.9 MIXfm Radio Play, Charles Dickens’ “A Christmas Carol With A Tucson Twist,” will be presented Sunday, December 2 at 5 p.m. at the FOX Theatre Tucson.

Tickets are now on sale at the FOX Theatre box office, Diaper Bank offices or online at www.foxtucson.com. Prices are $15 for adult general admission, $10 for military personnel, $5 for children under 13 (children under 3 are admitted for free). A limited number of special VIP Cast Reception tickets are also available at $50 each, which includes wine and appetizers, reserved VIP seating and mingling with the cast. All proceeds benefit the Diaper Bank of Southern Arizona.

The cast includes your friends from 94.9MIXfm, KGUN 9 and many Tucson celebrities, including Joseph Blair, former UA and professional basketball player returning in the role of TINY Tim, Dave Sitton as Cratchit, Big Al playing multiple roles including the voice of Honey Boo-Boo, and David “FITZ” Fitzsimmons of the AZ Daily Star returns as Scrooge. Mrs. Grant, Greg Curtis, Marty Bishop, Adrienne Walker, Leslie Lois, Sheila K and Bruce Daniels will all have key roles. Representing KGUN9 is Corinne Hautala.

Music and sound effects will be performed by Lisa Otey and Diane VanDuerzen, who will also open the show with a medley of their holiday hits including “Meet Me Under The Mistletoe.”

WHO: 94.9 MIXfm
WHAT: “A Christmas Carol with a Tucson Twist” Donation Drive
WHEN: Sunday, December 2, 5 p.m.
WHERE: FOX Theatre Tucson
WHY: To replenish the Diaper Bank of Southern Arizona

KMXZ-FM 94.9 MIXfm is one of four radio stations in the Tucson market owned by Journal Broadcast Group. Journal Broadcast Group owns and operates 35 radio stations and 14 television stations in 12 states. Headquartered in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, it is the broadcast business of Journal Communications Inc., a diversified media company with operations in publishing, radio and television broadcasting and digital media.
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